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                                  Kindergarten Children—Oracle Ray Academy. 
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Project Setting—Two Schools in  

Kathmandu, Nepal. 
• Two private, nonprofit schools--Glen Buds & Oracle Ray 

Academy (which includes 120-bed hostel)--administered 

by Institute for Cultural Affairs (ICA-Nepal) 

• Our teacher training: Five weeks in November-

December 2013, including a visit by Anne Sivanathan, 

    a special-needs professional trainer from Malaysia  

• Received room & board at the school, as in-kind 

support 

• Will return June 2014, for seventh trip in five years. 



The Challenge: Establish a School Culture 

for Active Learning and Teaching 

 Working with teachers & staff committed 

to long-term change, from lecture & rote 

learning to inquiry-based curriculum 

 Developing trust and respect among all 

stakeholders in school community 

 Small Steps: Meeting staff where they are, 

building on their strengths, jointly setting 

goals and commitments for change  



Coaching teachers and students,  

side by side 

• Teachers set own goals through Action Planning 

• Side-by-side coaching (Howard, 2009) with 
observations, modeling, co-teaching, and pre-post 
conferences  

• Peers observed coaching sessions, began developing 
teacher/coaches  

 



Action Planning with pre-primary and 

primary teachers—Writing and owning their 

road map for change 



Teachers made commitments that went 

beyond rote memorization, adopting active 

learning and teaching strategies 



Kala holds a daily story time 

in kindergarten: “Friends Helping Friends” 



Small steps for new methods: Kala expands story 

telling with active learning: “Draw about the story.” 

Drawings captured main story elements: Friends, a 

hole, the rope, a house and tree 



The teacher (left foreground), special needs coach (left) 

and student (blue cap) all supporting a beginning reader 

(center). Together, they co-create active learning. 



Small Steps: Introducing free-hand drawings to 

nursery & kindergarteners, once only accustomed 

to copy work  



Secondary teachers attempt to solve a problem. 

Afterwards, they identified parallels between their 

struggles and students’ learning: Puzzlement, 

eagerness and collaboration 



KB, Hostel Warden, describes the 

importance of “the emotional part” in 

learning for a six-year-old  



Smartphones & FaceBook: Teachers share their 

students’ work online with peers in Nepal and 

their coach in Brooklyn, NY 



Online Networked Communities— 

A Call to Action: 

Moving from face-to-face discussions to 

online collaboration & innovations 

  



Forming a 

 Collaborative Learning Network  

• You are already in an “Interested Community” 

• Now let us build “Communities of Practice 

(CoP),” where like-minded professionals meet 

regularly online to exchange ideas and 

practices. Common interests can then be 

translated into action… 

• “Innovative Networks” are action-oriented 

groups, hanging out in specific online 

networked communities, translating visions  

     into practice. 

 



Closing Reflections & Taking Action 
lweybright@gmail.com 

• These teachers demonstrated remarkable courage 

and creativity as they made change in their 

classrooms 

• You are invited to help co-create a Community of 

Practice CoP) for working with teachers like these in 

Nepal and other localities 

• If interested, take out your smartphones now and 

send me an email. We will send you next steps & a 

short survey on how you might participate. 

 

 


